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Appendix A
Existing Zones in the Study Area

The purpose of this appendix is to provide a reference to the different land uses permitted under the current 
zoning within the study area. There are currently 13 individual zoning classifi cations in use which fall into four 
categories; residential, commercial, industrial, and special purpose. This appendix reviews that intent and purpose 
of each individual zoning classifi cation accompanied by easy to read matrix tables listing the permitted uses and 
specifi c building and lot sizes. 

The current zoning classifi cations within the study area are shown in blue lettering on Map 6.2 (page 63). The 
orange alphanumerical symbols which follow some of the zoning classifi cations represent intensity and character 
designations. Intensity designations, depicted as numerical values, correspond to lot and building standards while 
character designations, depicted as letters, correspond to specifi c regulations for building placement and façade 
treatments to ensure proper integration of permitted land uses into the built up character of specifi c areas of the 
city.

Residential Zones
There are six different residential zones within the study area: RU-1, RU-2, RU-2B(P-O), RU-2B, RU-3.5, and 
RU-5.

The intent of the RU-2, RU-2B, RU-3.5, and RU-5 Zones is to accommodate moderate-density residential 
development that is in keeping with the established character of some areas of the city. These zones are primarily 
intended to be applied in already built-up areas with excellent transportation access and a full range of urban facilities 
and services. Special infi ll development standards apply in built-up areas to help ensure that new development is 
compatible with the surrounding context. The intent of the RU-1 Zone is the same as the aforementioned with the 
omission that it is intended for higher density residential development rather than moderate density residential 
development.

The RU-2B(P-O) Zone, shown in the southern portion of the study area, has the same intent and purpose as the 
RU-2B zone with the exception that it carries an phased overlay zoning designation. Phased Zoning is used in 
cases where the timing and/or phasing of the zoning of an area is especially critical to the implementation of the 
Area Wide Comprehensive Plan.  The intent of the phased zoning is to encourage redevelopment of a specifi ed 
area for the land use designated within the comprehensive plan when the necessary conditions for the development 
are realized. The comprehensive plan identifi es the approximate 3.8 acre area within the study area for industrial 
land uses. Phased Zoning does not restrict the use of a property as it pertains to the underlying zone.

The matrix table located on page 102 features each residential zone in the study area along the horizontal axis 
and the different land use categories along the vertical axis. Permitted uses are designated with a (P), Conditional 
Uses are designated with a (C) and those uses that are not permitted are designated with a dash (-).Conditional 
Uses, unlike outright Permitted Uses, require a public hearing to determine whether the proposed use can and will 
integrate properly into the existing fabric of the community and surrounding areas. 
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Note:  A table showing the lot and building sizes for each residential zone within the 
           study area immediately follows this table. 
Note:  The study area is located within an urban area. As such, each residential zone does permit a number of 
 non-residential uses that would not detract from a residential neighborhood.
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The table shown below displays the lot and building standards for each of the residential zones located within the 
study area.
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Commercial Zones
There are six commercial zones within the study area comprised of three different zoning classifi cations, shown 
in blue on Map 6.2, which are as follows: CN (Commercial-Neighborhood), CC (Commercial-Community), and 
CG (Commercial-General). Each commercial zone has its own unique alphanumerical intensity and character 
designation shown in orange following immediately following the individual zoning classifi cation. More 
information regarding intensity and character designations can be found on page one of this appendix.

The intent and purpose of each commercial zone within the study area is as follows:

CN (Community Neighborhood)
The CN Zone is intended to accommodate mixed-use, neighborhood-serving commercial land uses that have a 
relatively small-scale, pedestrian-oriented character. They are intended to be applied in compact nodes at street 
intersections characterized by slower traffi c speeds in order to promote storefront-style buildings with residential 
dwelling units above the ground fl oor.

CC (Commercial-Community)
The CC Zones is intended to accommodate a broad range of commercial and mixed-use development, such as 
shopping centers and other large building development, typically reached by automobile and located at sites with 
primary access to major streets. The CC Zone permits and is intended to accommodate mixed-use buildings with 
residential dwelling units above the ground fl oor. 

CG (Commercial-General)
The CG Zone is intended to accommodate a very wide variety of commercial uses and development styles with 
typically large building sizes located adjacent to an arterial street. The CG Zone permits and is intended to 
accommodate mixed-use buildings with residential dwelling units above the ground fl oor.

The matrix table located below or on Page %% features each commercial zone in the study area listed along the 
horizontal axis and the different land use categories listed along the vertical axis. Permitted uses are designated 
with a (P), Conditional Uses are designated with a (C) and those uses that are not permitted are designated with 
a dash     (-).Conditional Uses, unlike outright Permitted Uses, require a public hearing to determine whether the 
proposed use can and will integrate properly into the existing fabric of the community and surrounding areas.
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Note:  Tables and listed information showing how the intensity and density designations of a zone affect the lot 
 size, building size and building location immediately follow this table.
Note:  The study area is located within an urban area. As such, each commercial zone does permit some non-
 commercial uses that would not detract from a commercial area.
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The table shown below displays the affect of intensity designations as they pertain to the lot and building standards 
for each of the commercial zones located within the study area. The intensity designation is the orange number 
immediately following the blue zoning classifi cation found on Map 6.2 on page 63.

Character designations, shown as the orange number following the intensity designation on Map 6.2 on page 
63, determine the location and setback of buildings, thus ensuring proper integrations with the existing built up 
character of specifi c areas.

“P” Designation
In zones with a “P” suffi x, buildings must be places within 5 feet of the front and 
street side property lines.

“M” Designations
In zones with an “M” suffi x, at least 60 percent of the building façade must be placed within 5 feet of the front 
and side yard property lines 

“A” Designations
In zones with an “A” suffi x, no additional building placement standards apply, other than those governing required 
setbacks 
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Industrial Zones
There are two industrial zones within the study area comprised of two different zoning classifi cations, shown 
in blue on Map 6.2 on page 63, which are as follows: IP (Industrial Park) and IL (Industrial-Limited). Each 
commercial zone has its own unique alphanumerical intensity and character designation shown in orange following 
immediately following the individual zoning classifi cation. More information regarding intensity and character 
designations can be found on page one of this appendix.

The intent and purpose of each commercial zone within the study area is as follows:

IP (Industrial Park)
The IP Zone is intended to accommodate low-impact manufacturing, wholesaling, 
warehousing, and distribution activities that occur within enclosed buildings, typically 
within an industrial or business park setting.

IL (Industrial-Limited)
The IL Zone is intended to accommodate low- to moderate-impact manufacturing, wholesaling, warehousing, and 
distribution uses, including storage and work-related activities that occur outside of enclosed buildings.

The matrix table located on Page 109 features each industrial zone in the study area listed along the horizontal 
axis and the different land use categories listed along the vertical axis. Permitted uses are designated with a (P), 
Conditional Uses are designated with a (C) and those uses that are not permitted are designated with a dash     (-
).Conditional Uses, unlike outright Permitted Uses, require a public hearing to determine whether the proposed 
use can and will integrate properly into the existing fabric of the community and surrounding areas.
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Note:  The intensity and density designations of a zone, and the manner in which they affect the lot size, 
 building size and building location are the same as those found within the aforementioned 
 commercial section of this appendix.
Note:  The study area is located within an urban area. As such, each industrial zone does permit a some non-
 industrial uses that would not detract from an industrial areas
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Special Purpose Zones
Special Purpose Zones are used to deal with fairly unique situations or help accomplish special zoning goals, such 
as preservation, provide for recreation or gathering facilities.
There are two special purpose zones within the study area; RP (Riparian) and REC (Recreation).

RP (Riparian)
The RP zone is intended to protect natural resource areas. Uses permitted within RP Zones include agriculture, 
parks (publicly or privately owned), campgrounds, boat harbors, marinas, and other activities oriented towards 
recreation and leisure.

REC (Recreation)
The REC Zone is intended to be applied to large parks and public gathering areas. Uses permitted within REC 
Zones include recreation and open space, cultural exhibits and libraries, community centers, reception facilities, 
and bed and breakfast facilities with housing for a caretaker or groundskeeper.
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